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Introduction to Myth, Ritual and Mysticism 2012-12-28

throughout history civilizations around the world have made their various myths mystical experiences and rituals part of their cosmologies introduction to myth ritual and mysticism is one of the first textbooks to combine the study of these
three topics it provides clear explanations of each first exploring them individually and then discussing how they blend connect fortify and sustain one another the book explores the universal principles stories and commonalities that all cultures
share examining them from anthropological philosophical and theological perspectives from this students will gain an understanding that regardless of religious and cultural differences in many ways we have much in common in addition we have
similar stories and approaches to life recognizing that myth mysticism and ritual are still important in contemporary societies the book also provides clear examples of how they are presented and function in our world today the book is
appropriate for upper and lower division students and can be used in anthropology and religious studies courses study and review questions are provided throughout the book to support and enhance learning dr phyllis baker teaches ritual myth
and mysticism and introduction to anthropology at florida international university she also teaches at nova university and is professor emeritus of the social sciences at the wolfson campus of miami dade college dr baker has been recognized in
the miami herald as an outstanding professor the american association for community colleges has awarded her the national leadership award and she has also received the innovator of the year award from the national league of innovation dr
baker is the author of the books african american spirituality thought and culture and a dreamer s journey in her current book introduction to ritual myth and mysticism dr baker chronicles ten years of teaching about mysticism an experience which
has been enriched by her personal experience in this area

Introduction to Myth, Ritual and Mysticism (Revised Edition) 2012-04-13

throughout history civilizations around the world have made their various myths mystical experiences and rituals part of their cosmologies introduction to myth ritual and mysticism is one of the first textbooks to combine the study of these
three topics it provides clear explanations of each first exploring them individually and then discussing how they blend connect fortify and sustain one another the book explores the universal principles stories and commonalities that all cultures
share examining them from anthropological philosophical and theological perspectives from this students will gain an understanding that regardless of religious and cultural differences in many ways we have much in common in addition we have
similar stories and approaches to life recognizing that myth mysticism and ritual are still important in contemporary societies the book also provides clear examples of how they are presented and function in our world today the book is
appropriate for upper and lower division students and can be used in anthropology and religious studies courses study and review questions are provided throughout the book to support and enhance learning dr phyllis baker teaches ritual myth
and mysticism and introduction to anthropology at florida international university she also teaches at nova university and is professor emeritus of the social sciences at the wolfson campus of miami dade college dr baker has been recognized in
the miami herald as an outstanding professor the american association for community colleges has awarded her the national leadership award and she has also received the innovator of the year award from the national league of innovation dr
baker is the author of the books african american spirituality thought and culture and a dreamer s journey in her current book introduction to ritual myth and mysticism dr baker chronicles ten years of teaching about mysticism an experience which
has been enriched by her personal experience in this area

Ritual, Myth & Mysticism the Work of Mary Butts Between Feminism & Modernism (c) 2000

mysticism myth and celtic identity explores how the mythical and mystical past informs national imaginations building on notions of invented tradition and myths of the nation it looks at the power of narrative and fiction to shape identity with
particular reference to the british and celtic contexts the authors consider how aspects of the past are reinterpreted or reimagined in a variety of ways to give coherence to desired national groupings or groups aspiring to nationhood and its
defence the coverage is unusually broad in its historical sweep dealing with work from prehistory to the contemporary with a particular emphasis on the period from the eighteenth century to the present the subject matter includes notions of
ancient deities druids celticity the archaeological remains of pagan religions traditional folk tales racial and religious myths and ethnic politics and the different types of returns and hauntings that can recycle these ideas in culture innovative
and interdisciplinary the scholarship in mysticism myth and celtic identity is mainly literary but also geographical and historical and draws on religious studies politics and the social sciences thus the collection offers a stimulatingly broad
number of new viewpoints on a matter of great topical relevance national identity and the politicization of its myths

Mysticism, Myth and Celtic Identity 2013

jewish esotericism is the oldest and most influential continuous occult tradition in the west presenting lore that can spiritually enrich your life this one of a kind encyclopedia is devoted to the esoteric in judaism the miraculous and the mysterious
in this second edition rabbi geoffrey w dennis has added over thirty new entries and significantly expanded over one hundred other entries incorporating more knowledge and passages from primary sources this comprehensive treasury of jewish
teachings drawn from sources spanning jewish scripture the talmud the midrash the kabbalah and other esoteric branches of judaism is exhaustively researched yet easy to use it includes over one thousand alphabetical entries from aaron to zohar
chadesh with extensive cross references to related topics and new illustrations throughout drawn from the well of a great spiritual tradition the secret wisdom within these pages will enlighten and empower you praise an erudite and lively
compendium of jewish magical beliefs practices texts and individuals this superb comprehensive encyclopedia belongs in every serious library richard m golden director of the jewish studies program university of north texas and editor of the
encyclopedia of witchcraft the western tradition rabbi dennis has performed a tremendously important service for both the scholar and the novice in composing a work of concise information about aspects of judaism unbeknownst to most and
intriguing to all rabbi gershon winkler author of magic of the ordinary recovering the shamanic in judaism

The Encyclopedia of Jewish Myth, Magic and Mysticism 2016-02-08

myth is not a remote subject restricted to the limited intellect of pre logical man the question what is man is an ancient one it is also a recent one still unanswered in the impasse of our sciences wherever and whenever human beings are alive there
are creators of myth among them kees bolle singles out one group as having the most significant say in the formation of myths the mystics who epitomize the common urge for a simplicity beyond the whirlpool of personal existences and surprisingly
the author finds that the study of humor provides a great deal of insight into the study of religious traditions
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The Freedom of Man in Myth 2010-08-01

how does our fascination with technology intersect with the religious imagination in techgnosis a cult classic now updated and reissued with a new afterword erik davis argues that while the realms of the digital and the spiritual may seem
worlds apart esoteric and religious impulses have in fact always permeated and sometimes inspired technological communication davis uncovers startling connections between such seemingly disparate topics as electricity and alchemy online
roleplaying games and religious and occult practices virtual reality and gnostic mythology programming languages and kabbalah the final chapters address the apocalyptic dreams that haunt technology providing vital historical context as
well as new ways to think about a future defined by the mutant intermingling of mind and machine nightmare and fantasy

TechGnosis 2015-03-17

the perfect temple should stand at the centre of the world a microcosm of the universe fabric its walls built four square with the walls of heaven and thus they stand the world over be they egyptian buddhist mexican greek or christian with the
greatest uniformity and exactitude from chapter iii four square with a wide ranging scholarship that is astonishing a prominent figure of the arts and crafts design movement explores the esoteric principles of architecture the global interconnected
myths that underlie all the structures we build through his architect s eye lethaby looks at such diverse traditions as the ancient norse and ancient egyptian and at the inspiration provided by everything from the sea voyages of the phoenicians to
the astronomy of the earliest persians demonstrating how they inform and inspire such wonders as st paul s cathedral the taj mahal the palace at versailles and others this 1891 work is a masterpiece of architectural symbolism and an essential
foundation for understanding and appreciating classical design british architect william richard lethaby 1857 1931 was the first professor of design at the royal college of art he also wrote greek buildings 1908 mediaeval art 1912 and
architecture 1912

Architectvre, Mysticism and Myth 1892

this is the first study to argue that jewish mysticism influenced all eliot s novels and not just her jewish novel daniel deronda and leaves the reader with a very different george eliot from that assumed by most previous criticism though previous
studies have attempted to qualify the still dominant view that george eliot is firmly as part of the realistic tradition this study goes further by demonstrating that a cohesive mythic structure with its basis in jewish mysticism is identifiable in
her fiction providing helpful background and factual information about the golem and other aspects of kabbalah this work will appeal to anyone interested in the myth of the golem the re writing of victorian culture from a judaic perspective and
george eliot studies in general

Architecture, Mysticism and Myth 2005-01-01

the history of architecture as usually written with its theory of utilitarian origins from the hut and the tumulus and further developments in that way the adjustment of forms to the conditions of local circumstance the clay of mesopotamia
the granite of egypt and marble of greece is rather the history of building of architecture it may be in the sense we so often use the word but not the architecture which is the synthesis of the fine arts the commune of all the crafts as the pigments
are but the vehicle of painting so is building but the vehicle of architecture which is the thought behind form embodied and realised for the purpose of its manifestation and transmission architecture then interpenetrates building not for satisfaction
of the simple needs of the body but the complex ones of the intellect i do not mean that we can thus distinguish between architecture and building in those qualities in which they meet and overlap but that in the sum and polarity of them all these
point to the response of future thought those to the satisfaction of present need and so although no hut or mound however early or rude but had something added to it for thought s sake yet architecture and building are quite clear and distinct
as ideas the soul and the body of the modes of this thought we must again distinguish some were unconscious and instinctive as the desire for symmetry smoothness sublimity and the like merely �sthetic qualities which properly enough belong to
true architecture and others were direct and didactic speaking by a more or less perfect realisation or through a code of symbols accompanied by traditions which explained them the main purpose and burthen of sacred architecture and all
architecture temple tomb or palace was sacred in the early days is thus inextricably bound up with a people s thoughts about god and the universe behind every style of architecture there is an earlier style in which the germ of every form is to be
found except such alterations as may be traced to new conditions or directly innovating thought in religion all is the slow change of growth and it is almost impossible to point to the time of invention of any custom or feature as herbert spencer
says of ceremonial generally adhering tenaciously to all his elders taught him the primitive man deviates into novelty only through unintended modifications every one now knows that languages are not devised but evolve and the same is true of
usages it has rightly been the habit of historians of architecture to lay stress on the differences of the several styles and schools of successive ages but in the far larger sense all architecture is one when traced back through the stream of
civilisations as they followed or influenced one another for instance argue as arch�ologists may as to whether the columns at beni hassan are rightly called proto doric it is a fact to be read as in an open book that a greek temple and an
egyptian temple are substantially at one when we consider the infinite possibilities of form if disassociated from tradition

Architecture, Mysticism and Myth 1991

beholders of divine secrets provides a fascinating exploration of the enigmatic hekhalot and merkavah literature the jewish mystical writings of late antiquity vita daphna arbel delves into the unique nature of the mystical teachings experiences
revelations and spiritual exegesis presented in this literature while previous scholarship has demonstrated the connection between hekhalot and merkavah mysticism and parallel traditions in rabbinical writings the dead sea scrolls apocalyptic
early christian and gnostic sources this work points out additional mythological traditions that resonate in this literature arbel suggests that mythological patterns of expression as well as themes and models rooted in near eastern
mythological traditions are employed in a spiritualized fashion to communicate mystical content the possible cultural and social context of the hekhalot and merkavah mysticism and its composers is discussed
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George Eliot, Judaism and the Novels 2001-12-17

what happens when a person has a clear vivid ecstatic transcendent religious or spiritual experience where they sense that they are being caught up to god or spirit do they really encounter an unseen intangible spiritual realm that is ultimate
reality and the ground of existence why do some people who are diagnosed as mentally ill claim to have such experiences if a person persists in these kinds of beliefs are they deluded or even mad are they actually suffering from religious mania are
atheists correct in dismissing these experiences as merely psychological or is it the atheists who are blind and deaf when it comes to ultimate reality drawing from personal experience and from over forty years of practical and theoretical
engagement with spirituality and religion as well as from approaches within psychology author robert laynton explores these questions not as a defense of religion or spirituality but as an exploration of experience on the edge of reason

Architecture, Mysticism and Myth 2020-01-04

mary butts wrote and lived among notable modernist writers such as t s eliot ford madox ford jean cocteau h d and ezra pound and was on her way to becoming one of the most respected british female writers of the twentieth century yet after
her death in 1937 at the age of forty six her reputation suffered a decline butt s idiosyncratic spirituality did not lend itself to easy critical examination modernism was generally considered a masculine endeavor and her papers were not made
public for over fifty years the recent acquisition of those papers by the beinecke library at yale university however has brought about a resurgence of interest in her unique writings mary butts confronts and reinterprets reality in extraordinary
ways and her modernist vision recalls the natural origins and powers of the female divine her intense dedication to ancient rites and myth and her dabbling in the occult became embedded in her fiction and led to her own brand of mysticism indeed the
butts heroine is at once healer sacred priestess earth goddess lover and daimon demon in presenting her characters this way butts valorizes what she calls the soul living at its fullest capacity roslyn reso foy gives us the first sustained
critical study of butts exploring the signficance of feminism mysticism and magic in her life and writings foy s thoughtful analysis combining scholarship with straightforward discussion will serve as an introduction to and foundation for further
critical studies of this remarkable female modernist whose work coincides with contemporary concerns and who can no longer be ignored

Architecture, Mysticism and Myth 2019

secrets of the moon reveals a moon that is often different from the one we think we know we typically underestimate its importance in our lives very few things are linked to such a wide and diverse net of concepts and beliefs no matter what those
beliefs are the moon plays a role in shoring up our reality learning about the moon is a chance to learn about ourselves and our world from an unbiased point of view and that is moon s biggest secret of all the book is divided into sixty short
sections which are grouped into thirteen chapters and five parts each section tells a different story about the moon and usually address one of two key questions how did the moon become so subtly influential in our lives and more importantly
why is the moon so essential to all life of earth together they form a collection of afterthoughts that will give us pause the next time we look up at the moon perhaps we ll see it differently perhaps we ll see ourselves differently ultimately
that is up to the reader secrets of the moon will only challenge those ideas that we are ready to face ultimately the moon you see is the one you choose to see but if you are looking to ground a personal philosophy into something you can find
nearly every night of the year secrets of the moon might help

Beholders of Divine Secrets 2012-02-01

spanning the bible jewish scripture the midrash kabbalah and other mystical branches of judaism this text is meant to inspire and illuminate one of the oldest esoteric traditions still alive today

Architecture, Mysticism and Myth 2017

excerpt from architecture mysticism and myth in such a wide field i have thought it well to con centrate my attention on some few definite points and i fear in doing this there may be some unnecessary insistence and repetition a tendency to overprove
and an attempt to explain too much on the one hand to burden with what is obvious on the other to weaken by unfounded conjecture about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Mysticism, Madness, Myth and Mania 2015-02-14

richards writes skillfully and soulfully about the most pressing issues of our times and the deeper crisis out of which they have emerged drawing from a vast trove of knowledge about the world s religious mystical and philosophical traditions
he extracts the most valuable gems polishes them with the revolutionary insights of modern science and forges a radiant new cosmosophy a universal wisdom that honors the wisdom of the universe the beauty of this mythos is that it like the
cosmos is not static but dynamic inviting our active participation and imaginative engagement this book succeeds in instilling reverence for a living universe and hope for a dying planet may cosmosophia blossom and flourish in the hearts of all
beings darrin drda author of the four global truths
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Ritual, Myth, and Mysticism in the Work of Mary Butts 2000-01-01

a scholarly and masterful exploration of the meaning and importance of mystery and mysticism to the christian revelation offering a fuller understanding of christian spirituality down the ages and a firmer grasp of what it means to be a christian

Secrets of the Moon 2023-01-06

a most informative account of a culture whose secular concerns continue to collide with their supernatural flip side voice literary supplement in this dazzling book writer and cyber guru erik davis demonstrates how religious imagination magical
dreams and millennialist fervor have always permeated the story of technology through shamanism to gnosticism voodoo to alchemy buddhism to evangelism techgnosis peels away the rational shell of infotech to reveal the utopian dreams alien
obsessions and apocalyptic visions that populate the ongoing digital revolution erik davis work has appeared in wired the village voice and gnosis and he has lectured internationally on technoculture and new forms of religion he is a fifth
generation californian who currently lives in san francisco

The Encyclopedia of Jewish Myth, Magic & Mysticism 2016

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Architecture, Mysticism and Myth (Classic Reprint) 2017-10-11

this book deals with the nature and development of jewish myth from the talmudic period through kabbalah to hasidism it describes the changes in this myth in its various stages and the external influences on it the author shows that myth is in the
essence of the jewish religion and that rather than being created out of external influences kabbalah is one of its manifestions the book also deals with the related subject of messianism and delves into the special spiritual personalities of some
messianic figures in jewish history to show how myth was incarnate in them

Cosmosophia 2011-02-25

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Christian Mystery 2004-09-10

why is one person a believer and another an atheist why does one person demand facts for verification while another trusts feelings why are some who hear voices declared psychotic while others are called saints the answers to these questions
are not mere speculation or amusing distraction rather they are the essential components in developing curiosity open mindedness and tolerance for differences meaning in myth speaks to the various ways in which we all construct our myth or life
story from our very personal ways of thinking evaluating judging and ignoring it is nothing less than an invitation to encounter other viewpoints other faiths and disbeliefs and ultimately ourselves

TechGnosis 2004

this book explores the fundamental issues in jewish mysticism and provides a taxonomy of the deep structures of thought that emerge from the texts

Architectvre, Mysticism and Myth - Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-19

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states
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of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Flights: Readings in Magic, Mysticism, Fantasy, and Myth 1974

discover the truth about the original system of magic and mysticism on planet earth long lost secrets of ancient mesopotamian magic and babylonian mythology drawn from cuneiform tablets are revealed to all in this 10th anniversary collector
s edition of the original mardukite guide to anunnaki spirituality of babylon and sumer a critical breakthrough in historical analysis and metaphysical understanding that anyone can access even if you think you know everything about babylonian
star gates and sumerian history here you will find a beautifully crafted tradition unlike any other legacy humans have had an opportunity to experience for thousands of years here you will find a truly insightful tome demonstrating a refreshing
approach using ancient spirituality for practicing modern mesopotamian neopaganism here is a master key to understanding and utilizing the most ancient mystical arts continuing further along that spiritual journey which began with sumerian
religion introducing the anunnaki gods of mesopotamian neopaganism liber 50 by joshua free as inspired by mardukite anunnaki bible research true knowledge concerning the celestial powers and star gates dedicated to anunnaki entities a direct
working relationship with these astral forces and the wisdom to coexist alongside the gods ever walking on the favorable path of cosmic law this special babylonian myth and magic spiritual traditions and mysticism in mesopotamian anunnaki
religion combined edition unites mardukite liber 51 and liber e for the first time establishing stronger foundations for modern revival interest in babylonian mysticism and the anunnaki spiritual and mystical tradition of mesopotamia which went on to
strongly influence innumerable cultures and the development of human civilization thereafter its spirit remains strongly alive with us today and now you can understand how and why secrets of mesopotamian mysticism and anunnaki spirituality of
sumer and babylon are revealed from the ancient cuneiform tablets in a new hardcover 10th anniversary collector s edition of the original underground classic bestseller

Studies in Jewish Myth and Messianism 1993-01-01

cassandra eason is one of britain s foremost authors and broadcasters on psychic and spiritual experience folklore and superstitions for the first time she has collected together her formidable knowledge findings and previously unpublished
material into a comprehensive encyclopaedia of the mystical magical and paranormal

Architecture, Mysticism and Myth - Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-14

this collection first published in 1992 offers critical interpretive essays on various aspects of the work of joseph campbell 1904 1987 one of a very few international experts on myth joseph campbell examines myths and mythologies from a
comparative point of view and he stresses those similarities among myths the world over as they suggest an existing transcendent unity of all humankind his interpretations foster an openness even a generous appreciation of all myths and he
attempts to generate a broad sympathetic understanding of the role of these stories in human history in our present day lives and in the possibilities of our future

Meaning in Myth 1989-11-01

this historical narrative is a story about the inherent and sustaining personal power found in american culture world war ii survivors were able to navigate and balance spiritual awareness and political reality in the small town of toms river
located in the new jersey pinelands reserve a small clique of believers with different religious background held clear and concise spiritual teaching that mystical events were not confined to religious practice alone once understood mysticism could
be used to rearrange physical events the environment fate even politics to discover it and unlock its complicated code a person needs to understand the context in which these events occur this book offers a fascinating picture of the spiritual
journey through the real life experiences of a rural family it begins with a genealogy description of the family their friends and activities on the farm a boy begins his initiation as he is mentored by community members in family life the conflicts and
subtlety of faith his relationship to nature and the sustaining even protecting nuances of ancient biblical intervention soon after leaving home he realizes he is in a real life test that could take his life does he carry yet another mutation of the
spiritual traveler in the background of the story are religious typical right wing believers such as fundamentalists who wish to take land and wealth over a period of years he goes to war himself like his tutors observing and receiving divine
protection fatalism and contradiction while in combat his path crosses with those of the cao dai catholicism and buddhist monks these events serve as the basis for the biggest challenge yet to come as he enters maturity and is tested it is
uncertain whether he will be able to invoke the teachings of his initial mentors and alter his fate as it becomes intertwined in a conflict against political and spiritual foe does he solve his problems by force what does he do to survive the bigg

Along the Path 2012-02-01

the mythic journey extends the tradition of myths weaving ancient tales into a chronicle of the human experience including growing up in a family falling in love dealing with money position and power as adults and facing mortality full color
illustrations

Architecture, Mysticism and Myth - Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-17

explores blake s esoteric and religious influences
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Babylonian Myth and Magic 2021-08-03

if one tries to imagine the amounts of money that have been spent by federal and state governments coupled with what has been spent by private citizens in battling substance abuse over the last thirty years it would amount to an almost
unimaginable figure there have been many books written that offer criticism regarding the traditional twelve step treatment approaches to addiction the problem has been that most of these efforts have failed to offer a viable alternative to
traditional treatment those that have attempted to do so have merely suggested that singular treatment strategies such as cognitive behavioral therapy psychodynamic therapy gestalt therapy etc should be implemented in conjunction with
traditional treatment misunderstanding addiction outlines a more holistic treatment method that can be implemented in a variety of environmental contexts that do not require patients to be institutionalized for them to be effective
misunderstanding addiction has the potential to radically alter the way that addictions are treated in this country at a time when healthcare is foremost in the thoughts of our nations citizens misunderstanding addiction offers a timely and
important look at how addiction treatment should be undertaken now and in the future to ensure an effective outcome for the patient

Encyclopedia of Magic & Ancient Wisdom 2000

this classic explores the symbolism of classical architecture a milestone in relating mysticism to design it shows the correlation between mythology and the design of st paul s cathedral the taj mahal the palace of versailles and other
architectural masterpieces this delightful book describes the symbolism of real world architecture as well as architecture described in fiction myth and folklore lethaby believed that architecture reflected the macrocosm he speculated that many
of the seemingly ornamental details of classical buildings actually represented aspects of the land the sea and the sky this is one of those books like the golden bough or the white goddess albeit shorter and a less challenging read that will turn
you on to the mythopoetic side of reality no matter whether you agree with its conclusions

Uses of Comparative Mythology 2021-04-14

Family, Faith, Land and Mysticism 2013-11

The Mythic Journey 2000

Shaping a Personal Myth to Live by 1992

Architectvre, Mysticism and Myth 1892

Wonders Divine 2001

Misunderstanding Addiction 2010-07-29

Architecture, Mysticism and Myth 2019-01-09
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